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New data released by the Maccabi Healthcare Services has con rmed the e ectiveness of the
P zer coronavirus vaccine.
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As of Thursday, only 254 individuals out of the 416,900 [0.06%] who were already a week
after the second P zer shot – the time where the immunity is considered to kick in – got
infected with the virus, the organization reported. Moreover, those who were found to be
positive only had light symptoms, with just four of them being hospitalized, all of them in
light condition.
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Over the same period of time, some 12,944 new cases of COVID-19 emerged in the control
group of some 778,000 people having a diverse health pro le.
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A comparison between the data from the two groups shows that the vaccine is 91% e ective
seven days or more after the second injection is administered.
From a segmentation of the infections that did occur, it appears that the immunity increases
as the days go by. Among the 254 people who contracted the virus, 76 of them were infected
after seven days, 44 on the eight day, and 24 on the ninth day. Between day 22 and 24 –
when the test period ended – no one was infected.
According to the studies conducted by P zer, the vaccine had an e cacy of about 95%,
which is considered very high.
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With some 2.5 million members, Maccabi is the second largest health fund in Israel. About
900,000 of its customers have already received the rst shot, and about 500,000 the second
one.
“The data continue to be very encouraging and to show that the e ectiveness of the vaccine
is high and stable,” Dr. Anat Aka Zohar, head of Maccabi’s Information and Digital Health
Division said. “The ndings clearly indicate that as the days go by after the second dose, the
immunity becomes stronger.”
She also emphasized that the vaccine does not only protect against infection but also
again developing more severe symptoms.
Dr. Anthony Fauci warned the public these COVID vaccines would not stop anyone from
contracting the COVID “virus” — rather, the vaccines would merely help in lessening the
symptoms of those who get infected — exactly what all vaccines are theoretically supposed
to do.
Yet, if we are to believe the Israeli “experts”, the P zer vaccine is miraculously stopping
people from actually becoming “infected” or testing postive at all — which is in complete
de ance of vaccine science.
But when it comes to this pandemic, there seems to be a lot of “miracles” happening in
Israel — like the complete disappearance of the seasonal u.
Big Pharma even went out of its way to convince Jews that the COVID vaccines were strictly
“kosher” — perhaps a dog whistle that the x was in?
There is absolutely nothing about the P zer vaccine that would stop people from testing
positive for COVID — 99.9% of people who test positive for COVID are asymptomatic.
And a recent study in China — with 10 million people — proved that there is zero
transmission of COVID in asymptomatic people.
So the only way for vaccinated Israelis to no longer test positive for COVID is for the Health
Ministry to have lowered cycling threshold for the PCR test — from 35 or 40 to under 25 —
which is exactly what the World Health Organization recommended two weeks ago.
Not only that, the second round of the P zer COVID vaccine allegedly has a stronger dose
than the rst round — and according to the Israelis, there have been NO serious side e ects
or deaths reported — even though over 300 deaths have already been reported from the
rst P zer vaccine in America.
Of course, the Health Ministry could be completely lying about the complete lack of side
e ects — but why would they want to potentially sicken or kill o a large number of their
own population?
All of these “miraculous” results coming out of Israel can be explained very simply — Israelis
are receiving placebo vaccines, and they have changed the PCR standards to make it falsely
appear that the vaccines are working — just as we predicted they would do over 6 months
ago.
Certainly we cannot blame the Israelis for giving their own citizens safe placebo vaccines —
that’s what any responsible government would do to protect its people — especially elderly
and frail Holocaust survivors.
As we previously reported, it would be absolutely unconscionable and irresponsible to
subject Holocaust survivors of all people to dangerous medical experimentation with these
untested vaccines — international laws against such experimentation were implemented
after WWII for that very reason.
Unfortunately, these fake successful results in Israel will be used to convince 100s of
millions of “gentiles” in the West that these dangerous — even deadly — vaccines are safe
and e ective — and many people will become disabled and die after they take “hot” doses
of the real vaccines.
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February 13, 2021 at 5:43 pm

merv

Placebo or not, I hope no more Israelis take that vaccine, whatever is in it. Demand
has fallen, which is good. Why would the Israeli government use this dangerous and
experimental vaccine on their people? It makes no sense…..
Reply

February 13, 2021 at 5:19 pm

Israeli guy

Don’t fall for the propaganda. Many here in Israel have died or have had severe
illness within 1-3 weeks after the rst shot (not so much after the second. It seems if
you survived the rst shot your risk from the second is pretty low). The authorities
would consider those deaths completely unrelated to the shots and
facebook/twitter delete you if you dare report it.
Reply

February 13, 2021 at 5:29 pm

Thadam

The big kill o will be after the second shot. Israel reported even lower side
e ects after the second shot, which goes against all previous statistics with
these mRNA “vaccines”. But even if you survive the rst few months after the
second shot, you are still at serious risk to develop life-threatening autoimmune diseases and death in the next few years. But at that point, with the
lapse of so much time, they will be able to deny those illnesses or deaths are
connected to the mRNA shots…..
Reply

February 13, 2021 at 6:47 pm

Ari

Israeli Guy, do you believe that Israel is ruled by a hostile elite that does not
have the best interest of the average Israeli at heart? America is clearly ruled by
a hostile elite, and its leaders do not protect the country the way the Israeli
leaders seem to protect Israel….
Reply

February 28, 2021 at 1:21 pm

israel

i live in israel and believe that the country is run by maniacs. maybe nwo,
maybe communist, de nitely dangerous
anyway the monthly death rate for covid went from 340 before the vaccine
to 1,200 during vaccines, 50% of the deaths over a 3 week period were from
the 12% of the people here who were vaccinated during those 3 weeks
Reply

February 25, 2021 at 8:53 pm

jefferson72

Right, believe the lying jew at your peril. Remember folks israel did 911. they lie
about everything. The motto of the terrorist state is “war by deception”.
Reply

March 13, 2021 at 11:18 am

jefferson

Why should we believe the people who live in the country that did 911, attacked
the USS Liberty and Cole, and murdered the Kennedy brothers? Not to mention
stole all our technology and is now busy selling it to China.
Reply

February 10, 2021 at 8:41 am

Vigilant Citizen from East Europe

Hey so called christians… Thanks for article. This NOT vaccine anyway, but synthetic
pathogen: disease creating microorganism ! Google it
Any church is almost dead, full with atheists and human created dogma, and occult
symbolism ! Satanic Vatican will sink soon…
And jewish state is sionistic to its very core: enough to understand ?
I do follow ancient Vaishnava tradition from India: about réincarnation and
vegetarianism ( This what was cut o from original, spiritual Christianity !)
Adios 🙂
Reply

February 10, 2021 at 9:19 am

Christians For Truth

We are well aware that these “vaccines” are not vaccines, and we’ve published
stories that demonstrate this:
https://christiansfortruth.com/covid-mrna-vaccines-are-legally-not-vaccines-and
-you-cannot-be-legally-forced-to-take-any-of-them/
Your understanding of “real” Christianity is quite naive. India was ruled by White
Aryans from the Near East thousands of years ago, and that “religion” you
believe in can nd its true origins in the Old Testament, not native to India. The
Vedas appropriated much of its ideas from the Old Testament, and Krishna is
clearly a blatant theft of the gure of Christ.
The Catholic Church does not, and never did, represent true Christianity.
Catholicism nds its true origins in Babylon, not the Old Testament. You are
engaging in a strawman argument against Christianity….
Reply

March 1, 2021 at 9:39 am

muslim
yes, see Jonah.

Reply

February 10, 2021 at 11:31 pm

CHRIST IS KING

Mate… have you ever wondered why India has a caste system?
The whiter you are, the higher born you are; the browner you are, the lower
born you are. Bangladesh is almost entirely made up of “untouchables”… the
great unwashed dark brown masses at the bottom of the heap. The noble born
whiter Indians rule the roost whereever they go in that part of the world. The
high caste nobles delt with the Raj because they recognized that the British
Class system was like their caste system, just based on colour of skin instead of
Knight and Peasant, and had a similar outlook to the great unwashed. In other
words… the whiter Indians can to this day see that they are a cut above the
brown masses… they buy up large in London for example, and dress in Western
fashions. They are nothing more than mixed breeds from when Whites lived in
India en masse… Saint Thomas is said to have preached the gospel in parts of
India, of course; and you can guarantee he wasn’t preaching to anyone other
than Whites!
So, all that Indian religious mumbo jumbo is just fairy-tales, fanciful storys, and
all mixed in with some Old Testament, as CFT said.
Seek ye the kingdom of heaven, says I.
Reply

February 8, 2021 at 9:20 pm

Joe F.

This is a bizarre article. The writer says, “Dr. Anthony Fauci warned the public these
covid vaccines would not stop anyone from contracting the covid ‘virus’–rather, the
vaccine would merely help in lessening the symptoms of those who get infected–
exactly what all vaccines are theoretically supposed to do.”
The last clause is agrantly incorrect. A vaccine is supposed to prevent disease and
transmission of said disease. This “vaccine” (which is not even a vaccine but an
experimental gene therapy) fails to meet the CDC and FDA’s own legal de nition(s)
of a vaccine.
It also, by Dr. Fauci’s own admission, fails to do much of anything useful. Lessening
symptoms is what any at-home treatment can do. That is to say, if one gets
symptoms… You can get yourself cough medicine to suppress a cough. If you have
diarrhea, you can get a drugstore remedy. If you have a dangerously high fever, you
can take aspirin or ibuprofen. You get my drift here.
In addition, there are inexpensive and harmless remedies. Taking just two doses of
Ivermectin has been shown to knock out covid. Hydroxychloroquine with zinc is
being used world-wide.
No one needs an experimental “vaccine” that tells the body to produce its own
“spike proteins,” out of one’s own bodily materials, to reduce symptoms. It’s a
dangerous kind of overkill (and, sadly, the use of that word may have additional
rami cations in this context).
Reply

February 9, 2021 at 6:09 am

Elle

Wrong, Joe. Vaccines do NOT stop transmission of viruses. How do we know
this? Because all new outbreaks of the Measles happen in highly vaccinated
populations. Also, you are not allowed to enter a neo-natal area of a hospital if
you’ve recently been vaccinated for chickpox. Vaccinated people shed the virus
for months after vaccination. Fact.
Also, there is nothing in the way a vaccine “works” that would stop transmission.
If you are vaccinated, you can still be a carrier for a bug, like the u virus:
breathe it in, and then cough it out onto someone else. Happens all the time.
Vaccines, theoretically, lessen symptoms, which is why children who get the
pertussis vaccine can still get whooping cough, but the symptoms become subclinicial, that is, say, a mild cough, but yes, if you have sub-clinical pertussis, you
can still spread the bug when you are symptomatic–theoretically.
Reply

February 16, 2021 at 5:02 pm

Joe F.
You may be of another generation, Elle.

The purpose of a vaccine (theoretically, at least) is to stop the disease. That
means the one who gets the vaccine shouldn’t get the illness. If you don’t
have the illness, you can’t transmit it. If the vaccine doesn’t prevent the
illness, there’s simply no reason to take it.
That’s why a lot of people are saying there’s no reason to take the
experimental gene therapy shots that are being hawked as covid vaccines.
They don’t prevent the disease or the transmission of that disease, and they
use a new, untested–and, therefore, highly dangerous–type of medical
technology (a medical device, some say).
I had all the childhood vaccines some 40 years or more ago. We all got the
vaccines one by one. We got the vaccine for measles, we got the one for
smallpox, we got the one for chickenpox, etc. None of us came down with
these diseases.
Things are a bit di erent now. Today’s kids come down with autism,
allergies, ADHD and asthma from the aluminum or mercury in the vaccines.
The vaccines are simply more toxic now than they were in my day (though,
honestly, I wish I’d never had a single vaccine myself).
The idea that you’d pump up a child with a dangerous vaccine to lessen
symptoms of a disease is just ludicrous.
I agree with your subtext that u shots are useless (I’ve never had one and
would never take one). I know plenty of people who’ve come down with the
u from taking a u shot. Also, please note, Elle, that u shots aren’t
vaccines, per se.
I agree with you, also, that some vaccinated kids come down with the
disease they were supposedly vaccinated against now. In Africa, the oral
polio vaccine has brought polio back to Africa, as they say (thanks, “Bill
Gates.” You’re such a great guy!)
And, yes, I’ve heard that the recently vaccinated shed virus. Indeed, yes,
that’s true. No one will dispute you on that.
The overall point to take away is that the vaccines don’t do what they’re
supposed to do, there’s no reason to take them, and they’re not as safe as
they used to be. There wasn’t much pro t in the vaccines back in my day.
The poor children of today are viewed as pro table pin cushions. It’s really
sad and sick.
Reply

February 28, 2021 at 12:28 am

Patrizia
Bravo!

Reply

February 8, 2021 at 7:00 pm

Daisy

From the article: “Dr. Anthony Fauci warned the public these COVID vaccines would
not stop anyone from contracting the COVID “virus” — rather, the vaccines would
merely help in lessening the symptoms of those who get infected”.
What a joke. In many cases COVID is asymptomatic – a ‘virus’ so negligible you don’t
even know if you have it until you take a test.
And it goes without saying the test throws up around 80% false positives.
Nor does the test isolate Covid 19. The manufacturer of the test himself said it
should NOT be used to diagnose infectious disease.
Beyond that, it should be understood that the current paradigm of viral theory
works to the bene t of Big Pharma. $Billions are reaped in vaccinations per year –
and the negative side e ects of vaccinations are swept under the carpet.
We’ve heard a lot about the so-called Spanish Flu. Why were army recruits the
biggest victims back in the day? Because these were the ones on army bases being
used as guinea pigs to inject god-knows-what. On one army base alone, 63 soldiers
died in the doctor’s o ce after being vaccinated.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5bFUf3ENO8M
Why did the so-called ‘Spanish Flu’ spread at once? Because soldiers returning home
exhibited the side-e ects from these vaccinations.
Why was it called the ‘Spanish Flu’? Because Spain was the only country which didn’t
censor reports of this ‘new disease’.
The evil ma a which rule us have covered up a lot more than just the negative
e ects of their vaccination trials during WWI. For example several European
countries banned the polio vaccine due to severe side e ects when it was rolled out
– who today has heard of that?
—
Above all ponder this: a German scientist named Dr Stefan Lanka bet €100,000 if
anybody could prove the measles virus exists. It was taken to the Federal Court in
Germany .. and he won!
Which begs the question: what has Big Pharma been injecting into people all these
years.
https://www.preventdisease.com/news/17/012717_Biologist-Proves-Measles-Isnt-Vir
us-Wins-Supreme-Court-Case.shtml
—
One last thing. Several FOI requests have been made across the West asking for
PROOF that the “SARS-COV-2 virus” has been isolated. Over 30 institutions and
o ces around the world have been queried through Freedom of Information
requests for records containing proof the alleged SARS-COV-2 virus in fact exists.
The responses have yielded in total no records. The alleged COVID virus is unproven
and purely theoretical.
https://ourgreaterdestiny.org/2020/11/legal-action-taken-against-covid19-measure
s/
Reply

February 10, 2021 at 9:36 am

Nikita Thierry

Thank you for an excellent response and very informative and factual letter
Here in Nepal the Covid pandemic was and is a complete media construct.
If there had been a highly infectious virus here, it would have spread like wild
re as we don’t do lockdown. Woman work together in the elds and at the
water taps,river etc. Men chat in the chai houses and we all go to temple.
Lockdown has caused thousands of deaths and caused massive hardship for
many across all sectors of the populace. The fatalities due to CV19 have almost
all been proven by the PCR test. The rest would in past years have been called
in uenza victims.
The WHO have paid for the plandemic to exist. It has been very pro table for a
small cub of super rich and politically powerful
Namaste
Nikita Thierry
Reply

February 10, 2021 at 11:47 pm

CHRIST IS KING

“Above all ponder this: a German scientist named Dr Stefan Lanka bet €100,000
if anybody could prove the measles virus exists. It was taken to the Federal
Court in Germany .. and he won!”
Hi, I did some research on this, as I’d never heard of this before… so what
happened after years of court battles was that the German court ruled that, YES,
MEASLES EXISTS! But, Lanka wouldn’t agree with the six scienti c papers that
were presented… lots of info about it on the web, but a good summary is here:
https://africacheck.org/fact-checks/fbchecks/no-german-supreme-court-didnt-ru
le-measles-doesnt-exist
Really interesting. To me it is just Lanka with a chip on his shoulder tryna be a
big man and refusing to give in when proven wrong. He shoulda just humbled
himself and stopped wasting peoples time, in my opinion. Just coz he didn’t
accept the papers doesn’t make him right. Measles exists, and it kills people.
Reply

February 19, 2021 at 1:17 am

Alexandra

As far as I recall reading on to this, the guy who presented the 6 papers just
did citations, he did not isolate the virus. After the court initially granted the
guy victory, an appeal was made and the decision has been reversed
showing that Lanka’s request was not satis ed. Please fact check the fact
checkers
Reply

February 8, 2021 at 11:36 am

HarryB
UKColumn.org program today asks what is happening in the UK?

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and David Scott with today’s UK Column News.
00:30 – Why Are People Dying Following The Vaccine Roll Out?
https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-column-news-8th-february-2021
Reply

February 8, 2021 at 11:06 am

HarryB

SURVEY: More Than Half Of Americans Don’t Want COVID-19 Vaccine.
https://greatgameindia.com/americans-dont-want-covid-19-vaccine/
South Africa Stops AstraZeneca COVID-19 Vaccine Program After Disappointing
Results.
https://greatgameindia.com/africa-stops-covid-19-vaccine/
US, UK, EU Block India & South Africa’s Move To Ban COVID-19 Vaccine Patents At
WTO.
https://greatgameindia.com/india-ban-covid-19-vaccine-patents/
Switzerland Rejects AstraZeneca Oxford COVID-19 Vaccine Due To Lack Of Su cient
Data.
https://greatgameindia.com/switzerland-rejects-covid-19-vaccine/
Reply

February 7, 2021 at 9:12 am

Deus Vult

Honestly, nobody I know cares about the middle east or israel. The jewish freinds I
have never go to synagogue, have lots of money and nice houses and cars and if
they work at all, they work for themselves and only hire other jews or freemasons or
mormons. All the same “great white brotherhood”, but really they are just used by
the jews who control all the money. Jews, freemasons, mormon, seems to be the
pecking order. If you want to be middle or upper-middle class, just join the
freemasons or mormons and have lots of kids for them to systematically lie, drug,
torture, abuse physically, sexually. The doctor is a member by the way, most doctors
are jews. They will prescribe your plausible deniability psychotropic drug (ritalin
etc..) so you can say “they were abused, we have them on drugs and they are getting
pro help.” That’s called legal child abuse and organized crime and RICO laws can be
used to bust them, but they run the show at the federal level. That’s what RICO is
designed for. They police themselves. If you sell out your kid and make them a crack
whore (ritalin/similar psycotropic drugs), you will also be assigned a beholden
psychologist who will try to get your drug addled crack whore sex slave aka YOUR
CHILD, to talk about the abuse and slaughtering of animals, and all the gross things
that jewish freemasonry did to them. Hint: DON”T TALK ABOUT ABUSE TO A
PSYCHOLOGIST.
The system is rigged. Not just the votes either.
Reply

February 7, 2021 at 10:20 am

Mervin
Some like a Synagogue:

https://thesanghakommune.org/2018/08/26/neo-nazi-ukraine-synagogue-establ
ished-for-israeli-volunteers-2016/
Reply

February 9, 2021 at 3:33 am

Mervin
Further to this:

https://www.algemeiner.com/2014/06/24/ukraine-jewish-billionaires-batallio
n-sent-to- ght-pro-russian-militias/
Reply

February 9, 2021 at 3:36 am

Mervin
The ProRussian Militias fought for Putin:
https:// tzinfo.net/2018/03/10/putin-dossier/

Reply

February 7, 2021 at 8:34 am

Plotzville

The Israelis are claiming that they will “beat” COVID by vaccinating 100% of the
population by the end of 2021, and end all lockdowns. Here’s the problem with
that…..
Israelis travel internationally more than any other country in the world per capita.
Vaccination does not stop transmission. Israelis travel elsewhere and get exposed to
a variant of “the virus” and bring it back to Israel asymptomatically, and the virus
mutates as it already has, and they need a new vaccine. Back to square one…..
This is why u shots have never and will never eradicate the u or common cold.
And COVID is no di erent.
Reply

February 6, 2021 at 6:23 pm

Norwegian
History repeats its self…

If you study closely the images of the one sent to camps in Germany during WW2,
one can not miss out that many of them looks like inbreed or somewhat “unwanted
creatures” in the coming “glorious Rothschildistan”. Not all, but they did not look like
the faces you see in Israel today.
They where scum of the slum and possibly from a unwanted tribe.
So to clean out their own unwanted individual and strengthen their genetic pool.
Nothing irrational about that.
One should hence this, look closely into the possibility that there is no such thing as
A vaccine, but di erent ones, that is aimed towards a certain group or individual.
So in theory it might be back to the genetic pool game where unwanted people get
the real jab and others that Israel likes, get placebo.
Just sayin,,.
Reply

February 6, 2021 at 10:41 am

Flanders
“Thank God!
My Savior Was Not A Jew!”

“When Jews take the denial of private property to all but themselves – and this is the
rst plank of the Jewish inspired Communist Manifesto: “Abolition of property in
land and appli6a-tion of all rents to public purposes” – and they have done this in
every country which they have controlled, most notably China and the USSR, there
is no way an honest person can draw a line between them and other thieves,
robbers, and pirates.
SULCHAN ARUCH, is an authority which is regarded by Jews with special respect.
Note this quotation from this volume called the CHOSEN HAMISZPAT, 425, 50:
“Those who do not own (follow) Torah (Jewish Law) and the prophets must all be
killed. Who has the power to kill them let him kill them openly with the sword; if not,
let him use arti ces (poisons) until they are done away with.”
https://israelect.com/reference/JackMohr/jm026h.htm
Reply

February 6, 2021 at 1:10 am

Doubt everything
ahhhh… Where is the more evidence?

Reply

February 6, 2021 at 4:58 am

Ivy

The more evidence is that after the second and stronger dose, even less side
e ects and infections than the rst dose….not what would be expected….
Reply

February 7, 2021 at 7:57 pm

Scoobydoo

Yes, sounds plausible, but never the less, still circumstancial…….Points in
that direction to be sure……
Reply

February 8, 2021 at 5:39 am

Plotzville

That is all we will ever have when it comes to understand these
vaccines….circumstantial evidence. All information about them is control
through the same like-minded people. We can make inferences from the
evidence, like all detectives do, without a “smoking gun”…..
Reply

February 5, 2021 at 10:57 pm

al

let us see what will happen when the Jews give the vaccines to the Palestinians in
the west bank and Gaza.If it is 50percent or less e ective, then we know the citizens
of Israel were given a placebo.
Reply

February 6, 2021 at 5:02 am

Ivy

The Palestinians are allegedly receiving the Russian Sputnik V vaccine, but who
knows how true that is….clearly, it would be in the Israelis best interest to be
able to cull the Palestinian population under the guise of a vaccine….and no
doubt they’ve considered that idea….
Reply

February 6, 2021 at 12:34 pm

Gigolo Joe

From what I’ve read, the Palestinians, “Israeli Arabs”, are not taking the
vaccines. Either they’re declining them, or they’re not being o ered. I’ve
even read that Jews were traveling to Palestinian areas to get access to the
vaccines. I think it was either through https://alethonews.com/ or Gilead
Atzmon that I saw the references. https://www.unz.com/author/gilad-atzmo
n/
Reply

February 5, 2021 at 3:59 pm

Chaplain Bob Walker

I have a picture of the P zer CEO lighting the menorah at Hanukah.
an article I once read.
On January 13, 1489, Chemor, Jewish Rabbi of Arles in Provence, wrote to the Grand
Sanhedrin, which had its seat in Constantinople, for advice, as the people of Aries
were threatening the synagogues. What should the Jews do? This was the reply:
Dear beloved brethren in Moses, we have received your letter in which you tell us of
the anxieties and misfortunes which you are enduring. We are pierced by as great
pain to hear it as yourselves.
The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis is the following:
As for what you say that the King of France obliges you to become Christians: do it,
since you cannot do otherwise, but let the law of Moses be kept in your hearts.
1) As for what you say about the command to despoil you of your goods: make your
sons merchants, that little by little they may despoil the Christians of theirs.
2) As for what you say about their making attempts on your lives: make your sons
doctors and [Pharmacists] apothecaries, that they may take away Christians’ lives.
(aka poison them with drugs)
3) As for what you say of their destroying your synagogues: make your sons
cannons and clerics in order that they may destroy their churches.
(wolves in the pulpit) Billy Goat Graham and TBN anyone?
4) As for the many other vexations you complain of: arrange that your sons become
advocates and lawyers, and see that they always mix themselves up with the a airs
of State, in order that by putting Christians under your yoke you may dominate the
world and be avenged on them.
Do not swerve from this order that we give you, because you will nd by experience
that, humiliated as you are, you will reach the actual of power. Signed V.S.S.V.F.F.,
Prince of the Jews, 21st Castue (November), 1489.
This letter was printed in Revue des estudes Juives (Review of Jewish Studies) Paris
France 1889. The newspaper, Revue des estudes Juives, was nanced by James de
Rothschild (Jakob Rothschild) a Jew, who managed the Paris branch of his father’s
European banking empire.
Reply

February 5, 2021 at 3:31 pm

Ari

Yet another reason for Jews worldwide to make aliyah and move to Israel, so they
don’t have to be forced to take a potentially deadly mRNA vaccine like the gentiles.
“Placebos For Israel!”
Reply

February 5, 2021 at 10:59 am

Paul

Litigation is a jew side e ect to treatment by medical profession. It has been
notorious for trivial claims that have been honored by judges and $$$$$$$$ were
awarded the indignant jews and lawyers until legislatures obeyed the greater law
written by insurance company. These opportunists were then frustrated by
commensurate damages.
Now , if a physician murders your mother or damages a pancreas probing for gall
bladder (every day occurrence) you get insulting restitution or 0 , that most jews
would scream holycost !! Indeed the litigation industry is agreeable to a quid pro
quo and these big drug makers are promised great pro ts without fear of
retribution.
The immunity prepared for them by law makers against damaged victims and death
really works. No, jews are probably paid $$$ for a kosher vitamin .
These statistics are insults more painful than the crooked needles . But people
actually believe. Who can help them?
Reply

February 5, 2021 at 10:55 am

Cowmoo

Israel bought 1,5 million doses of Sputnik V in November or December. Could this
vaccine actually be the Sputnik V? This vaccine also had no serious side e ects and
91% e ectiveness after the second dose.
Reply

February 5, 2021 at 1:33 pm

HarryB

Immune system 99.97% e ective and no side e ects.Children more chance of
being struck by lightning than dying of Cough I mean Covid.
China cracks fake COVID-19 vaccine ring, con scates 3,000 doses.
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/asia/china-fake-covid-19-vaccine-con
scates-3000-doses-14092480
Reply

BeeBimBop

February 5, 2021 at 4:42 pm

Some have claimed that the Sputnik V vaccine is actually the mRNA vaccine that
the Israelis were developing prior to the o cial pandemic outbreak. It’s hard to
know what is real, but one thing is for sure, and that’s there is no way the
Israelis would risk killing their own people with this untested P zer vaccine.
Reply

pelillo elio

February 6, 2021 at 5:22 pm

If they killing self it here owner response so long not kill each other non jews
it all ok that it
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